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Amazing 3D Environment in your headphones with DearVr Pro!!
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dearVR PRO | Immersive 3D audio VST, AAX, AU plugin
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Four minutes of hi hat
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        Overview
As of January 17, 2024, dearVR PRO will no longer be part of the MEGA Bundle, or available for purchase on Plugin Alliance.
For our active MEGA Bundle subscribers, you will receive a free full license of the Dear Reality dearVR PRO. This will ensure that you can continue to access and use dearVR PRO even after its removal from the MEGA Bundle. The legacy installer will be available to download for MEGA Bundle & dearVR PRO users on our Plugin Alliance website. Please note that the latest version of the plugin is now considered a legacy version and is discontinued, therefore will no longer be maintained.
In order to activate your Full-License, simply re-activate your current dearVR PRO plugin by following our usual activation steps whenever you purchase a new plugin from us. Here’s a guide to help you:
Learn more
As long standing partners with Dear Reality since 2017, we want to assure you that we will continue to sell and host the dearVR MUSIC plugin, and we look forward to further collaborations with Dear Reality in the future which are currently in the works! 
For those interested in Dear Reality’s new version of the plugin, dearVR PRO 2, you can check it out on the Dear Reality website now.
If you have any questions or need assistance with the transition, please don't hesitate to reach out to our support team at Plugin Alliance. We are here to help and ensure a smooth transition for you.
       
        Features
	3D Spatializer to position and move audio sources for immersive audio productions adjusting azimuth, elevation, and distance 
	Multi-channel loudspeaker output supporting up to 26 loudspeaker formats, from 5.0, 5.1.4, 5.1.7, up to 13.1
	2-channel Binaural format for immersive playback using any kind of headphones
	4-channel first order (FOA), 9-channel second order (SOA) or 16-channel third order Ambisonics (TOA) output in either AmbiX or Furse Malham (FuMA) formats
	46 virtual acoustic environments to choose from. Can also be used like conventional reverbs in 2D stereo mixes, doubling their usefulness for music production.
	Spatial rendering turns any standard mix into an immersive, true to life 3D soundscape with binaural, Ambisonic and Surround Sound playback
	Patented Clarity algorithm provides for an optimal balance between externalized spatial perception and an overall musical tonal preservation
	Adjust the size of virtual environments by balancing early reflections and reverb diffusion response. Change distance of walls, ceiling and floor to listener
	Realtime Auralization mode continually changes the delay times and directions of arrival for early reflections as you move an object’s sound around in its virtual space
	Occlusion control realistically adjusts the sound of an object being blocked by another virtual object in line of sight to the listener

       
        Audio Examples

        Industry Reviews
	[image: Simon Franglen]
				Simon Franglen
Composer & Producer (Avatar, Titanic, Michael Jackson)
									
I can count on one hand the number of VR and Ambisonic plugins that I actually want to use, and that list got smaller because dearVR just replaced three of them. It’s completely brilliant,…					Read More				
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				Trehy Harris
Mixing Engineer (Michael Jackson, Mary J. Blige, Lupe Fiasco)
									
dearVR is a great plugin that allows you to use 3D spatial processing for vocals or instruments. With automatable parameters, the creative effects are endless.
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				Lee Slater
Producer/Mixer/Engineer (Emeli Sande, Roots Manuva, Lana del Rey)
									
Gorgeous reverbs! Lexicon move over, more realistic spaces, detailed reverb tails and completely tweakable!
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				Michael Zimmerling
(Bloc Party, Simply Red, Will Young)
									
I never came across a “simple as that” surround plugin. dearVR creates stunning 3D surround sound spaces and I love it! With it’s onboard “Virtual Acoustics” spaces, It has a fairly new…					Read More				
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				Martin Rieger
360° Mixing Engineer
									
dearVR PRO is my secret weapon to achieve externalization for binaural audio. Its unique approach to combining spatialization and reverberation in one tool makes an amazing plugin for working with…					Read More				
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        Customer Reviews
					acas
★★★★★
					by xsa
					June 13, 2023				
					nicenice									
								
					dearVR Pro
★★★★★
					by BluelagoonStudios
					June 29, 2022				
					When we are producing ambient and soft sound productions, this one comes in. It gives my synths another dimension. The next one will be the dearVR Pro monitor, to monitor on headphones. Which is also…					Read More				
								
					Una joya 
★★★★★
					by rgsonido
					June 29, 2021				
					El mejor panner para música en formato inmersivo, las reverbs son excelentes y tiene una gran facilidad de uso, es muy recomendable para realizar mezclas para VR o formato binaural 									
								
					Very cool
★★★★★
					by Tantra 2
					April 13, 2021				
					Great one! I love to use it for drones and atmos.									
								
					Powerful Fun!
★★★★★
					by Stringtree
					April 13, 2021				
					I was looking for a reverb to get my feet wet with 5.1 mixing. In about half an hour, I had footsteps crossing left-to-right in front of me in a stone church, a tram passing behind me outside, dialog…					Read More				
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        Specifications
Supported Plugin Formats
              AAX Native, AU, AAX AudioSuite, VST2, VST3

Supported Operating Systems
macOS 14 down to macOS 11
Windows 11 down to Windows 10
Mac
Intel, or Apple Silicon*
*excluding AAX
PC
x64-compatible CPU
System Requirements
Display resolution: 1440 × 900px or 1280 × 960px or higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM
                  
		Downloads
Log in or create an account to access downloads.
With the Installation Manager you can select, download & install all the Plugin Alliance products. Select any and all formats you need for your system! Mac & PC.
						dearVR PRO Installers
	Installer v1.10.0 (Mac, 127.45MB)
	Installer v1.10.0 (Win 64-bit, 159.30MB)


Installation Manager
	Installation Manager v1.2.4 (Mac, 1.42MB)
	Installation Manager v1.2.4 (Win, 1.51MB)


Manuals
	Manual (English, 4.15MB)




        ChangeLog
dearVR PRO
Dear Reality dearVR pro - Changelog


Version 1.10.0 (Jun 02, 2022)
• Added Clarity Feature
• Added adaptive channel orders and speaker angles for Logic Pro
• Native Apple M1 support
• Minor bug fixes

Version 1.7.1
• GUI update
• Minor and major bug fixes

Version 1.4.1 (Dec 03, 2019)
- Added support for ASIO guard in Nuendo
- Minor bugfixes

Version 1.4.0 (Nov 06, 2019)
- Multichannel feature
-- 26newoutputformatsformultichannelsetups
-- LFEcontrolknob
-- MultichannelReflectionandReverb
-- Heightandbottomperceptionevenwithouttoporbottomspeakers
- Up to 60% performance boost in binaural mode
- FIX Reflection delay was dependent on block size in Ambisonics
- FIX Issues when placing dearVR PRO in the panner slot in Nuendo 8.3
- FIX where reflections did not work with performance mode and Ambisonics output
- Minor Bugfixes

Version 1.2.2 (Feb 08, 2019)
- FIX - only low-resolution automation for Logic Pro
- FIX - wrong latency was reported if ambisonic output was selected (Mac/Win, AAX,
VST3, VST, AU)
- Allowing 16x16 I/O to enable TOA in Nuendo (Mac/Win, VST3)
- VST3 category was changed to enable dearVR PRO as a panner for ambisonic tracks
in Nuendo (Mac/Win, VST3)
- Minor Bugfixes

Version 1.2 (Oct 12, 2018)
- Fixed automation can't be written via selection box in Logic
- Fixed constant distortion whilst automation is engaged
- Updated manual

Version 1.1 (Mar 05, 2018)
- Added support of up to 192 kHz sample rate
- Added higher order ambisonics in ProTools
- Fixed severe audio glitches
- Fixed host bypass causes audio to disappear; also causing playback head to no longer move
- Fixed LRCS passes audio regardless of license
- Fixed license showing NFR(-1)

Version 1.0 (Oct 16, 2017)
- Release version
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Try for Free
You can try all our products for 14 days, FREE of charge. Simply create and login to your account, then use our PA Installation Manager to download & activate what you want to test. No dongle required. No credit card required. Enjoy!
Create AccountDownloads
Customer reviews
★★★★★
4.8 out of 5 stars
30 total reviews
View All Customer Reviews
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 Namm 2019: Tom Holkenborg, Dave Pensado and future technology


Dear Reality
True three-dimensional sound is the future of audio production. It opens up a new world of possibilities, like the ability to create a full sense of presence and immersion.Dear Reality is a German…
About Dear Reality
Share this Product
FacebookTweetEmail
View All Products
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 Join the Alliance
	Best-in-class native audio plugins from 40+ international brands!
	FREE Online Mastering!
	International Music Distribution for artists!
	Sign up & get several FREE plugins!
	Plugin Alliance is part of Native Instruments together with iZotope and Brainworx.


Create an Account Now

     Sign up for our newsletter
	Special offers that are only available to newsletter subscribers
	Interviews with leading producers and engineers
	Tips & tricks
	The latest product info
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